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The Maverick Experiment
By Drew Berquist
Straight from the mind of a U.S. intelligence and special operations officer comes The
Maverick Experiment (Greenleaf, January 1, 2011; $14.95), a novel that will bring
readers closer to the duties and lives of our own special forces than any news story
ever could.

Breaking all the rules, a battle-hardened group of fighters confront Afghan terrorists on
their own terms.
Join an independent team of American warriors on a deadly undercover mission. An
experienced operative, well-trained in survival, evasion, resistance, and escape, Derek
Stevens is the ideal candidate to lead a crew on a top-secret mission into Afghanistan to
neutralize Taliban leaders.
However, the mission turns out to be much more than even he had expected.
The Maverick Experiment is a fast-paced, well-plotted military thriller that is enhanced
by the author’s vast knowledge of U.S. Intelligence, the Special Operations community,
and the psychology that drives terrorists.
The immediacy and accessibility of the prose, the conversational language, and the
action-packed storyline will quickly engage readers and hold their interests throughout.
The first in a series, the book expertly lays the groundwork for further Maverick
missions.
www.drewberquist.com
www.themaverickexperiment.com
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About the Author
Drew Berquist is a senior intelligence consultant for United States government. Prior to
his position there, he served as an officer with the U.S. Department of Defense, where
he conducted intelligence and special operations. Berquist, who was trained in Arabic,
speaks to audiences as an expert on Afghanistan and the global War on Terror. Berquist
currently lives in Jacksonville, Florida, with his wife and child.
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